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Gene-to-Screen Workflow
1. Identify genes/protein targets from the literature

Known antibiotic targets and Known antibiotic resistance factors
Essential genes and Virulence Associated factors

2. Determine functional role of each target
Comparative analysis (cluster analysis, subsystem reconstruction)

3. Search for known inhibitors of each target
Literature mining and Computational screening (see step 8)

4. Determine degree of conservation across species
Phylogeny and sequence alignment
Characterization of the active site
Early screen in human and model systems

5. Determine structure of each target (PDB, computation)
Database search/similarity and structural modeling

6. Determine active site of each target
Computational analysis of each structure

7. Determine drugability of each target
Size of pocket, number of pockets

8. Screening of compounds for binding affinity etc.
Computational and high-throughput experiments

9. Toxicity screening in human and model systems
Computational and high-throughput experiments



DOCK5 pipeline



Parallel Programming

 Ported DOCK5 (UCSF) and AutoDock3
(Scripps) to BG/L

 Trivially parallellizable: Master/Slave w/ MPI
 I/O patterns:

 Master: parses one ligand database file and
passes individual ligand information to slaves

 Slave: does actual “docking” and generates a
small output file with a docking score and optimal
molecular configurations



Visualization and Analysis

 Top ligands
 Compare docking score and configuration w/

those of natural ligands
 Look into very interesting results w/ protein

visualization tools such as Protein Explorer



Visualization and Analysis
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Status and Scalability

 DOCK5
 Scales poorly beyond 256 processes
 Currently run with 32/64 processes
 Memory footprint often exceeds 512M
 Templates have to be prepared on big-endian

machines
 AutoDock3

 Scales well to 1024 processes
 Runs in VN mode on BG/L



Roadmap

 Current throughput
  DOCK5: 10,000 successful screens per BlueGene/L rack

(1024 nodes) per day
 AutoDock3: 50,000 screens per rack per day

 Searching for new antibiotics
 300 essential-gene-products x 3.3 million compounds ⇒

990 million drug docking computations (each one involves
about 20 different computations) ⇒ over 10 billion jobs

 Adding a neural network component to filter
unpromising ligands based on high level features


